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Over fields, there is a close relationship between orderings and real 
places which has been exploited in quadratic form theory [3,5,6, 131 and 
in the study of the real holomorphy rings and sums of 2n-powers 
[1,2, 21,221. Also, orderings on an arbitrary commutative ring [4, 141 
have proved useful in real algebraic geometry and in quadratic form theory 
over rings more general than fields. Of course, real places and valuations 
on fields have played an important role in this theory too. At the same 
time, there is a general theory of valuations on commutative rings which 
has been in existence for some time [9, 10,15,23,24]. 
In this paper, k-places, k a formally real field (in particular, R-places) are 
considered on an arbitrary commutative ring R. To obtain the good 
separation properties we want, the places we consider are functions 
CT: R,+kv (CO>, 
where R, denotes the localization of R at the multiplicative set 1 + ZR2. 
Replacement of R by R, is crucial but also quite natural: R and Rr have 
the same real spectrum. Also, if R is the coordinate ring of an algebraic set 
VG l@‘, then R, is the ring of regular functions on V. Anyway, the theory 
works well for places of this special type. The space M(R) of all [W-places 
on R is compact and Hausdorff and we have a natural continuous map 
1: X(R) + M(R), where X(R) is the real spectrum of R. If P, Q E X(R) 
satisfy P E Q, then l(P) = n(Q). We obtain valuation pairs corresponding 
to real places and these are Manis valuation pairs in the sense of [15]. 
This fact allows a good description of the maximal orderings in the fibers 
n-‘(o}, CJE M(R) using the Krull-Baer Theorem. At the same time, the 
theory of the real holomorphy ring 
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carries over nicely. For example, M(R) is naturally identified with 
Hom(H(R), R). Note: H(R) is a subring of R,, not of R. 
All the above is explained in the first three sections. The remaining 
sections 4 and 5 are independent of each other. In Section 4, H(R) and 
;i: X(R) -+ M(R) are examined in the special case where R is the coordinate 
ring of an algebraic set I/C R”. Particular attention is paid to the case 
where V is a curve. The original motivation for the paper is in Section 5: 
application to the reduced theory of quadratic forms over rings with many 
units. In [12] Knebush constructs a certain “space of R.-places” attached 
to any semi-local ring R and asks if this space is Hausdorff. Since this space 
coincides with the space M(R) constructed here, the answer is ‘tyes” (and 
moreover, this is true for any commutative ring, not just for semi-local 
rings). 
It is clear that much additional work remains to be done. For example, 
one would hope to be able to generalize Becker’s work on orderings of 
higher level and sums of 2n-powers. Also, one would like to be able to 
apply the theory to algebraic sets in k”, where k is a real closed field #R. 
1. PLACES AND ORDERINGS 
Throughout, R denotes a commutative ring with 1. R* denotes the group 
of units of R. We assume always that - I$ ZR2. R, denotes the localiza- 
tion of R at the multiplicative set 1 + 2-R”. Of course, if 1 + ZIR’ c R*, then 
R, = R. In any case, (R,), = R,. If 3 E R is a prime ideal, F(3) denotes 
the residue field of R at 9, i.e., the field of quotients of the domain R/Y. 
Fix a formally real field k. A k-place on R is defined to be a pair 
cr=(%,C), where 9sR is a prime ideal and 5F(3)--+ku(x~} is 
a k-place on F(3). CT is said to be Manis if C-l(k). R/3 =F(g). This 
terminology is motivated by the sort of valuations considered in [15]. 
We often use the following elementary observation: 
LEMMA 1.1. Suppose v is an (additive) valuation on a field F with 
formally real residue field. Then, .for any .x1, . . . . I, E F, n Z 1, 
v(.xf + ... + xf) = min(v(xf), . . . . v(xf)>. 
Proox Divide J~=x: + ... + xi by a term .x; of lowest value ‘and 
consider the resulting equation in the residue field. 
Suppose c = (9, 5) is a k-place on R. Since k is formally real, Y is a real 
prime of R. This follows from Lemma 1.1; also see [14, Prop. 1.71. Denote 
by %= the corresponding (real) prime ideal of R,. Then F(S”) = F(9) SO 
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(F&, 6) is a k-place of RZ. Clearly, (3, ~7) c-f (3=, 17) defines a l-l corre- 
spondence between k-places on R and k-places on R,. Moreover, 
l/(1 + S) E 6-‘(k) for any ~EZR’ (again, by Lemma 1.1 j so R,/c!$E 
6-‘(k). RI’??. Thus Manis places on R correspond to Manis places on R, 
under this correspondence. 
A place function cx Rz + k u { cr, } is a function satisfying o(a + b) = 
o(a)+a(b), a(ab) = o(a) a(b) whenever the right hand side is defined 
(Usual conventions; m + KJ’, co . 0 are not defined) and a( 1) = 1. We do not 
consider place functions cr: R -+ k u {co 3 because they may not have the 
nice separation properties we want; see [24]. 
The valuation pair in R, corresponding to a place function 
C-K Rt + k u {CC > is (A,, I,), where A, = o-‘(k), 1, = o-‘(O). Clearly, A, is 
a subring of Rs and I, is a prime ideal in -4,. 
Each k-place 0 = (??,a) on R induces a place function on R, defined by - - composition: a(x) = G(X), where XE R,/$!&c F(Z&) = F(9) is the coset of 
x E RL. Two k-places g, r on R are said to be equivalent (denoted CJ w r) if 
they induce the same place function on RZ. The following result is 
fundamental: 
THEOREM 1.2. For a formall~~ real field k, the follouCng sets are in 
natural l-l correspondence: 
(1) The set of k-places on R which are Manis. 
(2) The set of equivalence classes of k-places. 
(3) The set of place functions (T: R, + k u { WJ}}. 
ProoJ: The correspondence is given as follows: To each k-place on R 
which is Manis, associate its equivalence class of k-places. To each 
equivalence class of k-places on R, associate the corresponding place 
function. It remains to check that for each place function p: R, + k u {CC } 
there is a unique Manis place inducing p. Replacing R by R,, we can 
assume R, = R. Let (A, I) be the valuation pair in R corresponding to p. 
Note that 
(i) If x E R\A then 3x’ E Z such that xx’ E A\I. 
To prove this, consider the equation 
(I +x2)(1/(1 +x1))= 1. 
Since p( 1) = 1 and p(x) = co, p(l+x*)=p(l)+p(x2)=co, so 
p(l/(l+x*))=O. Thus l/(l+x*)~I so x*/(1+~*)=1-1/(1+~*)~A\I. 
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Next, consider the equation 
(x)(x/( 1 + x2)) =x’/( 1 + x2). 
Sinee p(x) = m and p(x2/( 1 +x2)) # ~1, we must have p(x/( 1 +x2)) =O: 
i.e., N/( 1 + x’) E I. Thus we can take x’ = x/( 1 +.x2). This proves (i). Now 
let 9: = (X E R: xR c I). Clearly 9 is an ideal of R. We make a construc- 
tion due to Manis [15]. First note the following: 
(ii) If x E R\C!J then 3 t E R such that xt E &,,I. 
For 3y E R with .xy $ I by definition of 9. If xy 4 cl we apply (i) to obtain 
z E 1 such that XJ’Z E A\Z. If XJJ E A, take z = 1. Then take t =yz. This proves 
(ii). Suppose we have s, YE R\Y. By (ii)., we have t, NE R with xt E A!,I, 
JU E .4’,,,1. Then (my) = (xt)(~!u) E A\I (since I is a prime in A). This 
shows XJ~ E R’l.3 and proves 29 is prime. Now let 
That is, 2 is the localization of the domain A/% at the prime ideal I/%. We 
show R is a valuation ring in F(4). For suppose x = c//6 (a, b E R, b $3’). 
Since b $9, we have, by (ii), c E R such that bc E A\I. Thus x = z/G so, if 
nc E A, then x E a. Suppose ac $ A. Then, by (i), we have de I such that -- 
acd E A‘\,,,I. Thus l/.~ = bcdiacd E i (the maximal ideal of a). This proves ,; 
is a valuation ring in F(9). Let 0: J’(9) -+ k u { zo > be the place given by 
g(%‘@ = pia)lpib) if a,bEA,b$I, 6(s) = ,x if .~$a. 
It is easy to check that the place c = (9,6) induces the place function p. 
Moreover, 0 is Manis. (If x = G/t?, a, b E R, b # $9, then by (ii) we have c E X 
such that bc E A\I. Then x = (l/(z))@?) E 6-‘(k). R/3). Suppose 
r = (9,2) is another k-place inducing p. Then 9 c I, so 
Suppose x E R\>F. If r is Manis, then there exist a E f-‘(k), JJ E R such that 
112 = uy, i.e., a@ = 1 in F(B). This forces XJT I$ I so x $9. Thus 9 = $7 if 
r is Manis, so t= (9, ?). Now it is clear that A &F-‘(k), fcFP1(0) SO 
A = t-‘(k), i=YP’(0). Also, if a, bg A, b$I, then t(a/b)=p(a)/p(b)= 
- - - o(a/b). Thus z= 6 so T = ($9, t) = (3,s) = G. 
COROLLARY 1.3. Assun~e R = RZ. Suppose o = (Y,6) is a k-place on R 
and (A, I) is the associated valuation pair in R. Then 
(1) aisIl~anisiff~==(.\-ER:xR~I). 
(2) If o is Manis, then 6-‘(k)= (A/B)C,.,,. 
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Prooj: This is clear from the proof of Theorem 1.2. 
Now we specialize to the case k= [w. We denote by X(R) the space of 
orderings (i.e., the real spectrum) of R and by Y(R) the subspace of X(R) 
consisting of maximal orderings [4, 141. If PEX(R), the prime ideal 
Pn -P is called the support of P and is denoted by Supp(P). Each 
ordering P E X(R) can be identified with a pair (9, P), where 9 c R is a 
prime ideal (the support of P) and P is an ordering on F(g) (the ordering 
induced by P). 
There is a natural l-1 correspondence P c, P, between orderings of R 
and orderings of Rx. In terms of ordered pairs, if P = (3, P), then 
Pz=(9&P). 
If P E X(R), P = (Q, F). we have the associated [W-place 1(P) = (9, A(P)) 
on R, where L(P) is the [W-place on F(9) defined as in [14, Chap. 21. 
Recall the definition of n(P): Set 
A(F)= {xEF(Ci?j:r*xEP for some rECl+}, 
where UJJ + s Q denotes the set of positive rationals. Then A(P) is a valua- 
tion ring in F(g) with maximal ideal 
Z(P) = (3 E F(3): r * x E P forall rECl+C. 
The induced ordering on A(P)/r(P) is Archimedian so we have an 
embedding A(P)/I(P) 4 1w. n(P) is just the [W-place on F(3) induced by this 
embedding. According to [ 14, Prop. 9.11, each [W-place on F(9) is of the 
form A(F) for some ordering P on F(Y). Consequently, each [W-place on R 
is of the form A(P) for some P E X(R). 
The valuation pair in R, associated to A(P) is (A(P), I(P)), where 
A(P)={~ER,:~&~;EP, forsome rECl++), 
I(P)=(~ER,:~+~EP, for all r E Cl + }. 
This clear from the definition of A(P). (Note Q c R,.) The induced 
Archimedian ordering on A( P)/I( P) cc A( P)/I(P) is p = (A(P) C-I Pz + 
4P))MP). 
THEOREM 1.4. Suppose P E X(R). Then 
(1) IfQeX(R), PcQ, then /1(P)-A(Q). 
(2) A(P) is A4unis iff PE J?(R). 
ProoJ We can assume R= R,. Suppose PC_ Q. Then clearly 
A(P)zA(Q), I(P)zI(Q). But also A(Q)sA(P), Z(Q)sI(Pj. This is 
because, if x E R, r E Q +, r+xEQ, then 2rfx$ -Q so 2rkx$ -P, and 
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hence 2r +.x E P. Thus A(P) = A(Q), I(P) = I(Q). Consider the induced 
Archimedian orderings p, Q on A(P)/I(P) = A(Q)/r(Q). Then P c Q and 
P, Q both have support 0, so P = 0. Thus B, Q induce the same embedding 
into R. This proves (1). To prove (2), first suppose PE F(R), 
Supp(P)=9. In view of Corollary 1.3, we want to show 
9 = (X E R : xR G I(P)). Of course, “ G ” is clear. To prove ” 3 ” suppose 
x E R’\Y. We want to show xt $ I(P) for some t E R. Since 9 = P n -P, 
either x $ P or - x $ P. We may as well assume -x $ P. Since P is maximal, 
- 1 = s - xt for some s, t E P. Thus xt = 1 + s $ I(P). To prove the other 
implication in (.2), suppose l(P) is Manis. Let Q E F(R) be the unique 
maximal ordering containing P. Thus 1(Q), A(P) are both Manis and 
I(P)=I(Q) by (1) so, by Corollary 1.3. 
Thus P = Q E Xm( R) as required. 
COROLLARY 1.5. If PE X(R), then the unique Manis place equivalent to 
A(P) (see Theorem 1.2) is A(Q), h w ere (2 E X”‘(R) is the unique maximal 
ordering containing P. 
ProoJ: This is clear from Theorem 1.4. 
COROLLARY 1.6. If P, Q E X”(R), then the following are equivalenr: 
(1) 4P)-4Q,. 
(2) A(P) = l(Q). 
(3) P, Q have the same support 9 say, and, if P = (9, p), Q = (9, 01, 
then A(P) = A( $7). 
ProoJ (3) is just a restatement of (2). Since P, Q EX~(R), P, Q are 
Manis by Theorem 1.4 (2), so the implication (1) m (2) follows from 
Theorem 1.2. Of course, the implication (2) = (1) is trivial. 
2. THE SPACE OF [W-PLACES 
We denote by M(R) the set of ail place functions G: Rz + [w u {In >. In 
view of Theorem 1.2, M(R) can also be described as the set of equivalence 
classes of R-places on R or as the set of R-places on R which are Manis. 
If PEX(R), we can view l(P) as an element of M(R) by viewing A(P) 
as a plane function rather than a place. In this way we have a surjective 
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mapping 1: X(R) --f M(R). According to Theorem 1.4 (l), A(P) = A(Q) (as 
functions) if P E Q. In particular, the diagram 
commutes. 
If c~ EM(R), there is a unique Manis place (9,5) representing (r. Let I-, 
denote the value group of the valuation on F(9) associated to 5. The fibers 
of the restriction of 1 to X”(R) can be described using the KrulllBaer 
Theorem [13, Cor. 3.111. 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose CJ E M(R) and (3, 5) is the unique Manis place 
representing o. Then there are homeomorphisms 
The first is given by P= (3, P) H i? The second is the (non-canonical) 
nlappkg given by the Krull-Bear Theorem. 
Proqf First suppose PE~~-I(O) so FE X(F(9)) and l(P)=,. Let 
P= (gY P). Then l(P) = (‘9, n(P)) = (97,5) which is Manis so PE F(R) 
by Theorem 1.4. Also, PEA-‘(~) so PEA-‘{o} nJY(R). Conversely, 
suppose PEA-‘(0) &V”(R). Then l(P)- (9, ~7). But A(P), (‘3,(T) are 
both Manis. (A(P) is Manis by Theorem 1.4, since P E x”(R).) Thus, by 
Theorem 1.2, A(P) = (Y? 5). Thus, by definition of l(P), P= (9, H) with 
PEX(F(%)) and n(P)=a. Thus PEA-‘{c?). This proves the mapping 
given by P + P = (9, P) is a bijection. Since this mapping is just the restric- 
tion of the functorial mapping X(F(Y)) -+ X(R), it is continuous. 
If a E R,, ci: M(R) + [w u {co} is defined by &(a) = o(a). We give M(R) 
the weakest topology such that these functions are continuous. (View 
Iw u {cc } as the l-point compactification of Iw.) M(R) with this topology is 
referred to as the space of all [W-places of R. The following is proved exactly 
as in [6] or [13]: 
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PROPOSITION 2.2. M(R) is compact and Hausdorjjj ,L X(R) -+ M(R) is 
continuous. 
Proof. Hausdorff is clear. If we show ,4 is continuous, then M(R) is 
compact (since X(R) is compact) and we are done. Since Q E R, it is clear 
that the sets E, := (C E M(R) : a(a) E 10, ‘CC [ $, a E R,, form a subbasis for 
the topology. Thus it suffices to show A-‘(E,) is open in X(R) for each 
a E R,. But this is clear since 
I-‘(E,)={PEX(R):~~EN s.t. n-a$-P,na-14-P). 
As in [l, 2, 13, 21, 221 we define the real hoiornorphy ring of R to be 
H(R)= n {A(P): P&X(R)) = n {a-‘@): oM(R);. 
Observe: H(R) is a subring of RZ (not of R). Also, if CZE Rz, then 
l/( 1+ a’), az/( 1 + a’), a/( 1 + a’) E H(R). 
(See Lemma 1.1.) Each a E H(R) gives rise to a continuous function 
fi: M(R) -+ R and we have an induced ring homomorphism 
h : H(R) + C(M(R), [w), a --f c?. 
We examine this further in Section 3. For now we only note the following: 
PROPOSITION 2.3. The functions (6: a E H(R j 1 separate points in M(R). 
ProoJ: Suppose r~, zE M(R), (T # t. Then we have a E R, such that 
o(a) #-c(a). Interchanging C, t if necessary, we can assume a(a) < z(a) < m, 
a(a) E R. Adding some suitable rational to a, we can assume 
a(a) < 0 < r(a) d 00. Let b = a/( 1 + a’). Then b E H(R) and o(b) < 0 d T(b). 
so o(b) #t(b). Thus 6 separates 0 and z. 
COROLLARY 2.4. The topology on M(R) can also be described as 
(1) The quotient topologql it inherits ,frorn X(R). 
(2) The bveakest opology such that the functions 6, aE H(R) are cot?- 
tinuous. 
We end this section by noting obvious functorial properties of X(R), 
M(R), H(R). Suppose q: R -+ S is a ring homomorphism. We have a 
continuous function X(q): X(S) -+X(R) given by X(q)(P) = q-‘(P). 
Equivalently, if P= (9, P), then X(q)(P) = (q-‘(g), q-‘(P)), where 
8: F(q.-‘(9)) + F(9) is the embedding induced by II. Now let B= (9,cSg be 
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any k-place on S, k formally real. Then M(rl)(o) := (q-‘(g), 6oq) is a 
k-place on R. v]: R + S has a natural extension ii: R, + S, given by 
q(4l + s)) = V(Q)l(l + v(s)) (a E R, s E ZR2). 
As a place function, M(q)(a): R, --) ku {a } is just the composite 
M(~)(U)= croq. Also, if PEX(S), then M(y)(A(P))=L(X(q)(P)) (since 
L(P) 0 q = L(q-r(P))). It is also clear that q: Rz + S, maps H(R) into H(S). 
In summary, we have the following: 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Suppose q: R + S is a ring homomorphism and 
q: R, + S, is the induced homomorphism. Then 
(1) X(v)(P) = r/-l(P), M(q)(o) = a:;$ dejine continuous filnctions 
X(q): X(S) -+ X(R), M(q): M(S) --+ M(R) such that the diagram 
X(R) - qw 
I i M(R) - M(S) 
commutes. 





C(M(R), R) - C(M(S), [w) 
commutes where the mapping at the bottom is gitlen by f -+ f 0 M(q). 
3. REAL HOLOMORPHY RINGS 
We have the following particular case of the Kadison-Dubois Theorem 
[7, 8, 111 as in [l, Th. 2.201. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. (1) The image of * : H(R) -+ C(M(R), Iw) is dense. 
(2) For aEH(R), ba0 on M(R) iff r+aEZRcfor allrEQ+. 
(3) ker(“)=(aEH(R):rfaECR~forallrEQ+). 
ProojI To simplify notation, we assume R = R,. In view of Proposi- 
tion 2.3, (1) is immediate from the Stone-Weierstrass Theorem. (3) follows 
from (2). To prove (2), suppose a E H(R), B 2 0 on M(R). Then ra> 0 
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on M(R) for any r E Q + so Y + a$ -P for all PE X(R). Thus there is no 
ordering in R containing -(Y + a) so - 1 EZR’ - (r + a) ZR’. Thus 
3s, t~CR’such that -I=$-(r+a)t. Thus (r+a)t=l+s~1+2YR~cR” 
so f E R* and r + a = (1 + s)/t = tJt2 + St/t’ E ZR’. 
Various other results in [l, 21, 223 also generalize. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. H(R)= { aERs: 3-E&P+ such that rfa~.ER:). 
Proof. (2 ) is clear. To prove (C ) let a E H(R). Then ci: M(R) + LQ is 
continuous and M(R) is compact and Hausdorff so Li is bounded, i.e., 
3rEQ+, -r<&<r on M(R). Then rG20 on M(R) so, by Proposi- 
tion3.1 (2), 2rfaEZR;. 
Note. H(R) n CRC = ZH(R)‘. This follows from Lemma 1.1: If 
a=(8,6) is an R-place on R and x=x:+ . . . +.$Eo-‘(R) then 
,f=*fy:f . . . +Zc,l~6-‘(R) so Xi~Op’([w), i.e., x~EC’(W), i= 1, . . . . n. 
A ring H will be called a real holomorphy ring if 
(i) H,=H (i.e., 1+ZH2sH*) and 
(ii) for each a E H, there exists r E Q + such that r f a E ZH’. 
It is clear from Proposition 3.2 and the above note that H = H(R) is a real 
holomorphy ring (for any ring R with - 1 $ ZR’). We record two easy 
results: 
PROPOSITION 3.3. For any ring H satisfying Hz = H, the following are 
equivalent: 
( 1) H is a real holomorphy ring. 
(2) H(H)= H. 
(3) M(H)=Hom(H, [w). 
Proof. Since H= H,, homomorphisms are places, so Hom(H, R) E 
M(H) is true in any case. Now suppose (1) holds and let cr E M(H). 
Say c = l(P), P E X(H). Then, for any a E H, r + a E ZH2 E P for some 
rEQ’, so UEA(P)=~-‘(ET?). Thus ap’([W)=H, i.e., oEHom(H, R). Thus 
(1) * (3). (2) and (3) are clearly equivalent. Finally, H( Hj is a real 
holomorphy ring, so certainly (2) * ( 1). 
PROPOSITION 3.4. If H is a real holomorphy ring then A: X’“(H) --+ M(H) 
is a homeomorphism. Maximal orderings in H have the form 
P,= {aEH:a(a)>O}, c E M(H) = Hom(H, R). 
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ProoJ Suppose P E X”‘(H), 0 = A(P). Then P c P, so P = P,. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let H= H(R). Then the natural map B --f 0) H (see 
Proposition 2.5) identifies M(R) Gth M(H) = Hom( H, [w). 
Proof. c -+ C) H is injective by Proposition 2.3, so M(R) is identified 
with a closed subspace of M(H). If M(R) is not all of M(H) then we have 
t E M(H)\M(R). By the density of the image of H(H) + C(M(H), [w), we 
havefEH=H(Hj such thatf(z)<O,f(cr)>O for all REM. But then, 
by Proposition 3.1 and the above note, r +f~ ZR: n H= CH2 for all 
r E Cl! + so f(r) b 0, a contradiction. 
4. ALGEBRAIC SETS IN IWN 
Fix an algebraic set Vc R” (N 2 1) and let R be the coordinate ring of 
V, i.e., 
R = wx, 2 .“Y x,1 
I(V) ’ 
where I(V) is the ideal of polynomials vanishing on V. The dimension of 
V, by definition, is the Krull dimension of the ring R. If x E V, set 
P,= {f~R:f(x)20} and define c,: R, + [w by a,(f) = j(x). We have 
embeddings i: V-X=X(R), j: V-+M=M(R) given by i(?c)= P,, 
j(x) = 0,. 









commutes. i(V) is dense in X, j(V) is dense in M. 
(2) Rx is the ring of regular functions on V, H = H(R) is the ring of 
bounded regular functions on V. 
(3) For 0~ M, let (9,s) be the unique Manis place representing a. 
Then IA-‘(a) n X”I = 2”n, lvhere n, = dim,(f’,/2r,). (Recall the notation 
of Theorem 2.1.) We have n,< trdeg(F(%) : R)<dim( V). (Of course, if 
0 E j( V), then n, = 0.) 
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(4) i: V + X induces a bijection between the set of connected com- 
ponerzts of V and the set of connected components of X (equivalently, of Xm). 
V has finitely many connected components. Consequently9 M has finite[j 
many comected components (but perhaps fewer than V). 
Proof. (1) Density of i(V) in X follows from quantifier elimination or 
from the weaker homomorphism theorem of Lang [ 14, Th. 8.41. Since 
j = A = i is clear, this implies j(V) is dense in M too. 
(2) R, is the ring of regular functions by [4, Cor. 4.4.51. Observe: if 
f E H, ?((B,) = a,(f) = f (x). Since pis continuous and hence bounded on M, 
this implies f is bounded on V. Conversely, if f E R, is bounded on l/. then 
f is finite on M (by the density of j( V) in M) so f E H. 
(3) The first assertion is immediate from Theorem 2.1 once we prove 
n, < co. The inequality n, < trdeg(F(B) : [Fe) is elementary valuation theory. 
(If o, is the valuation on F(9) associated to a, and tl, . . . . t,! E F(3)* are 
such that a,( t I ), . . . . u,(t,) E r, are linearly independent modulo 2r,, then 
one verifies easily that t,, . . . . t,, are algebraically independent over F?.) Of 
course, trdeg(F(9) : Iw) = dim(.R/9) < dim(R) = dim(V), so this completes 
the proof of (3). 
(4) See [4, Th. 2.4.4; 4, Prop. 7.5.11. 
COROLLARY 4.2. The following are equioalent: 
(1) V is compact (i.e., bounded in k”). 
(2) i: V + X” is surjective. 
(3) j: V-, M is surjective. 
(4) H=R,. 
Proof. (1) * (2). Since V is compact and X” is Hausdorff, i( V) is 
compact, i.e., closed in X”. But i(V) is dense in X”, so i(V) = X’“. 
(2) * (3) is immediate from the surjectivity of A. 
(3) + (4). Since j is surjective, each 0 E ill satisfies 6 ‘( R8) = R, SO 
H= r) {o-‘([w): GEM) = R,. 
(4) 3 (1). Consider the polynomial function x-+ilx//‘=s:+ ... +xi.. 
Since this is bounded on V, V is bounded. 
Suppose from now on that V is irreducible (i.e., 1(V) is prime). Let F 
denote the rational function field of V, i.e., the quotient field of R. Denote 
by R, G F the local ring of R at x E V. Thus R, = n (R,: x E V). 
(Theorem 4.1(2)). x is said to be non-singular if R, is regular. If .Y is non- 
singular, there is a Euclidean neighbourhood of x in V semi-algebraically 
homeomorphic to 10, l[“, where n = dim( V) [4, Prop, 3.3.101. The set of 
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singular points in V form an algebraic set WE V with dim(W) -C dim( V) 
[4, Prop. 3.3.131. For example, if dim(V) = 1, then W is a finite set. 
THEOREM 4.3. The image of the natural restriction 7~: M(F) + M(R) (see 
Proposition 2.5 j is the closure in M(R) of the set 
(u+ = j(x): x is a non-singular point of If>. 
ProoJ: (This is motivated by the proof in [ 11 of a result of Dubois.) 
Let x E V be non-singular. By [ 1, Lem. 1.41 we have a place 
z:F-+Iwu{co) with cX=n(r). (RX&z-‘([W). If dim(V)=l, then R, is a 
discrete valuation ring, and r is the unique R-place on F satisfying 
r-‘(R) = R,. If dim(V) 3 2, then r is not unique.) Thus x(&f(F)) is closed 
(by the continuity of rc) and contains gr for all non-singular x E V, so we 
obtain one inclusion. Suppose now that u E z(M(F)). Thus c = ;1(P n R), 
where P E X(F). Pick any basic open neighbourhood U of (T in M(R), say 
with fi, . . . . fr E H(R), say fi = g,/( 1 + s,), gj E R, si E ZR’. Let f E R be such 
that {x E V: f(x) = 0} is the singular set of V. Then f # 0 and P n R is in 
the open set 
{QEX(R): gig -Q, i= 1, . . . . r, f2$ -Q} GX(R). 
By density of i(V) in X(R), we have x E V, g,(x) > 0, i = 1, . . . . r, f(x) # 0. 
Thus ox E U and x is non-singular. 
We now examine 7~: M(F) -+ M(R) in more detail in case V is l-dimen- 
sional. Suppose dim( V) = 1. By Noether Normalization 3t E R transcenden- 
tal over [w with R integral over lQ[r]. F is a finite extension of the field 
rw(tj. If TEAI then either tEz-‘(R), SO t-‘(R) is an extension of the 
DVR R[t]t,_,, c R(t) (for some rE Iw), or t$ r-‘(R), in which case r-‘([w) 
is an extension of the DVR lQ[l/tlcli,, E R(t). In any case, r-‘(R) itself is 
a DVR. Suppose x E V. If x is non-singular then X- ’ {ox > = (r }, where r is 
the unique element of M(F) satisfying r-i(lR) = R,. Suppose XE V is 
singular. By Theorem 4.3, 7c-l (a, > = @ iff x is isolated. Suppose x E V is 
singular but not isolated and let r E Iw be defined by ker(o,) n R[ t] = 
(t-r). Then ~E~-‘(~,)~R,ET-‘([W)~~-‘([W) is an extension of the 
DVR Wtl,,-r,. In particular, there are only finitely many such r, so 
c’{o,} . f . IS a mite set in this case. If o~M(R)\j(v) then c’{D} is a 
singleton set. Namely, if (g,C) is the Manis place associated to 6, then 
C!?=O (otherwise g= 6, for some XE V) and c’(~J> = (51. Moreover, the 
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set M(R)\J’( V) is finite. For any G E M(R)\j( V), K’(iw) is one of the finite 
set of extensions of the DVR rW[ l/t] (I1t,. 
The next result is well known, but the proof given here seems to be new. 
THEOREM 4.4. Suppose F is a formally real function fieid of trans- 
cendence degree 1 over R. Then M(F) has natural structure as a confpaci 
non-singular irreducible real curve with H(F) as its ring of regular functions. 
Prooj Fix t,, . . . . t, E F such that F= Iw( t, , ...r tP) and take S c F to’ be 
the integral closure of 
uq l/( 1 + t:,, . . . . l/( 1 + t;j1 
in F. Then S is a Dedekind domain with quotient field F. Also, S is finitely 
generated as an U&algebra so S can be identified with the coordinate ring 
of some irreducible curve W. Of course, W is non-singular (since S is 
Dedekind), so the restriction M(F) + M(S) is a bijection. The point is, if 
GEM(F), then l/(l+tfj~c~~([W), i=l,...,p. Thus, since O-‘(R) IS 
integrally closed, S G a-‘( [w) and consequently Sz E K’((W). This means 
S, c H(F) SO H(S) = H(F) n S, = S,. Thus W is compact by Corollary 4.2 
and 1%‘~ M(S) z M(F). Finally, H(F) = fi {S, : x E W> = S,. 
Using this, the general case of an irreducible curve can be described as 
follows: Suppose dim( V) = 1, V irreducible. Suppose 0 E M(R) is not an 
isolated point of j( V). Then there is a finite set of points rr, . . . . r, E M(F), 
s 3 1, satisfying rr(,ri) = 0. If we pick 8 suitably small neighborhood U of c 
in M(R), then z-‘(U) = 6, u ... u b,, where his M(F) is a neighborhood 
of zi which is homeomorphic semi-algebraically to 10, l[ (M(F) is smooth 
by Theorem4.4) and z(b,)nx(bi)= (0) if i#j. Then iJ=~(b,)u ... u 
n(b,) and x(bi) E his 10, l[. Of course, if e = G.~, x non-singular, or if 0 is 
one of the (finite) set of “infinite places” M(Rj\j( I’), then s = 1. As in 
[4, Prop. 10.3.3-J the support 0 orderings in LX’{c} correspond to the 
2s half-branches 
(n(bj)+, n(b,)-: i= 1, . . . . s} 
of V at 0. (The two support 0 orderings corresponding to n(bi)+, z(bi) 
come from applying the Krull-Baer Theorem at ri.) 
In particular, M(R) can be described as the compact space obtained 
from I’ by “hooking together” the naturally paired half branches at zoo. 
ELEMENTARY EXAMPLES. (1) V= ((x, y) E 5%': J" +zc"--x~ =Oj. 
(2) v= {(x, y)ER2:xJ’+X3+y3=0). 
(3) v= {(x, JJ)dft2: y(?c2- l)= 11. 
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In (1) and (2) Xm(R)= Vu {co+, cr- > (Zpoint compactification of V) 
and M(R)= Vu {co} is the compact space obtained from Xm(R) by 
identifying cc + = cc - = co. In (3) Xm(R)= Vu (co:, 0o;, co:, 0ocI;, cry:, 
cc; > has three topological components [ccc, cc ;I, [co,‘, a ;I, 
C~:, co ;] each homeomorphic to the 2-point compactilicationof [w. 
M(R)= vu {q, 002, co,} is the compact space obtained from Xm(R) by 
identifying ooZ? = a1: = coi, i= 1, 2, 3 (so M(R) is connected). In (1) 
Z: M(F) + M(R) is not surjective (0 $ rc(M(F))). In (2), n is not injective 
(Z-‘(O) has two points). In (3), rc is bijective. 
5. RINGS WITH MANY UNITS 
A polynomial f~ R[X,, . . . . X,,], II 2 1, is said to have local unit values if, 
for each maximal ideal m c R, there exists a,, . . . . a, E R such that 
a,) $ m. As in [19,20, 251, we say R has many units if, for each 
fZll;ix,,...,X] n>l 
a,, . . . . a, E R su”cd 
which has local unit values, there exists 
thacfia,, . . . . a,) E R*. For examples, semi-local rings and 
rings of Krull dimension zero have many units. 
The reduced theory of quadratic forms over semi-local rings is developed 
in [12]. In [25, Chaps. 4, 51, many of the results proved in [12] are 
shown to generalize to rings with many units. We recall some results from 
~251. 
A preordering in R is a subset T E R satisfying T+ T c T, T. TG T, 
R2 L T, - 1 # T. If TG R is a preordering, T* := Tn R* is a subgroup of 
R*. We define X,:={PEX”=X~(R):T_CP} and M,:=L(X,). X, is 
closed in X” so M, is closed in M = M(R). Of course, if T= ZR2, then 
X,=X”, M,= M. 
Suppose R has many units. According to [25, Th. 4.1.71, if Tc R is a 
preordering and PE X”, then PE X, iff P* 2 T*. It follows as a corollary 
that if P, Q E X”, then P = Q iff P* = Q*. Thus elements of X” are iden- 
tified with characters on R*. If PE X”‘, we identify P with sg,: R* + { f 1) 
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given by sg,(a) = 1 if a E P, sgp(a) = - 1 if LI E -P. In particular, X”’ is 
totally disconnected. 
THEOREM 5.1. Suppose R has many units and T G R is a preordering. 
Then the pair (X,, R*lp*} is a space of orderings (in the sense of [ 16-181 j, 
where T:= n (P: PE X,}. If 2~ R*, then F* = T*. Subspaces qf (X,. 
R*JF*) have the form (X,, R*ll*), where U is a preordering, UZ T. 
ProojI See [25, Prop. 55.101 for the case 2~ R* [19, 3.6, 4.1, 4.23 for 
the general case. (Actually, the results in [19] are much more general as 
they apply to higher level preorderings as well.) 
A fun in a space of orderings (X, G) can be described as a closed subset 
YcXsatisfying GEE Y, i= 1, 2, 3*o,a,o,~ Y [12]. A fan YcXis said be 
be trivial if 1 Yl < 2. Of course, a fan in X is, in particular, a subspace of X. 
THEOREM 5.2. Suppose R has many units and T L R is an}’ preordering. 
Then 
(1) For each OEM,, X,(o) :=C’{cr) nX, is a fan in X,. 
(2) For any ,fan X,, UZ T, 30, TEM, (possibly (T= T) wirh 
x,, c X,(o) u X,(T). 
ProoJ: (1) Let (9, ii) be the unique Manis place representing CJ and let 
T be the extension of T to F(Y), i.e., T := (ti/.F*: ae T, SE R\C4j. Then T is 
a preordering in F(Y) and Theorem 2.1 yields a homeomorphism 
X,(a) r XT(C) given by P = (93, P) c--t is, Of course, XT(~) is a fan (by the 
field theory). If Pi~X,(a), i= 1,2,3, then JJ:=, sg,<=sg,, where 
PE X,(a) is defined by sg,-= n’= I sg,-,. Thus X,(a) is also a fan. 
(Actually, X,(a) and X,(C) are isomorphic as spaces of orderings: see 
c121.1 
(2) This is clear if X, is trivial. If X, is non-trivial, then by [25, 
Th. 5.6.31, all orderings in X,: have the same support 3 say, and XC is a 
fan where B denotes the extension of U to F(9). By [6, Rem. 4.31, 36, 
ZE Mr with Xc& X,(O) u X,(y). The associated places C, tgM7 then 
satisfy X,s X,(o) u X,(z). 
Theorem 5.2 asserts A: X,-+ M, is a P-structure in the sense of [ 17, IS]. 
In case R is semi-local, this is the same P-structure considered in [ 121. The 
point left open in [ 121 and settled in the present paper is whether or not 
M, is Hausdorff. 
Of course, knowing that a: XT+ M, is a P-structure allows one to 
obtain several results simply by quoting the theory of spaces of orderings, 
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COROLLARY 5.3, The chain length cl(X,) is finite ff M, is finite. 
Moreotler, 
IMA G cl(X,j 9 2 1 JM,I. 
Thus (X,, R*/F*) is constructible iff lMTj < xl. 
ProojI [17, Th. 1.6, Th. 3.31. 
Denote by W,(R) the Witt ring of the space or orderings (X,, R*/p*). 
W,(R) is the subring of C(X,, Z) generated by the functions 
h: X, + { + l} defined by ri(P) = sgp(a), a E R*. 
For 0 E Mr, set TO = n {P E X,: A(P) = g}. Since X,(o) is a subspace of 
XT, X,(a) = x,. For 6, TE MT set G,, = R*/(T,*TF). Then as in [17, 
Th. 3.121, we have a canonical ring homomorphism 
$0,: fJ,‘,(R) + W~[G,,l 
and the following result: 
COROLLARY 5.4. Let f e C(X,, Z). Then f E W,(R) $j 
(1) fl .rrio) E WZ-~(R), kfg E Mz- and 
(2) 4Afl x,(o)) =Mflx,cd, 'jo, REM,> o+t. 
Of course, this was proved first in the field case in [3,6]. 
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